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Abstract

Artificial intelligence (AI) is transforming production across all sectors of the economy, with the potential to both complement and substitute for traditional labor inputs. Healthcare is no exception. Dozens of recent academic studies demonstrate that AI can contribute to the healthcare value chain, by improving both diagnostic accuracy and treatment recommendations. In these ways, AI may wither, complement, or substitute for physicians. Dranove and Garthwaite argue that AI represents the culmination of decades of efforts to enhance medical decision making. Using an historical lens that considers long-standing institutional features of healthcare markets, they identify numerous obstacles to the implementation of AI in medical care, and identify which specialties are most at risk for substitution by AI.
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Artificial Intelligence, the Evolution of the Healthcare Value Chain, and the Future of the Physician

I. Introduction

It is often said that the most expensive medical “technology” is the physician’s pen. While this is an obviously apocryphal statement, it is rooted in the fundamental centrality of physicians to the healthcare economy. In his seminal book, Fuchs (1974) characterized the physician as the “captain of the team,” i.e., the economic actor that directs the application of medical technology and as a result serves as the primary determinant of medical spending. Not much has changed in the fifty years since Fuchs advanced this argument – physicians still dominate medical decision making – except the team has gotten larger and much more expensive.

As the “captain of the team,” physicians diagnose illnesses, recommend, and perform treatments. As described by Arrow (1963), patients trust their physicians to make the correct choices about their treatments and physicians continue to earn high scores in trust, especially when compared with other occupations (Gallup, 2022). Yet physicians are fallible, often misdiagnosing cases and making the wrong treatment recommendations. Recent research has demonstrated that this can involve both under-treating those who are quite ill and over-treating those who are largely healthy. The result is the undesirable combination of higher costs and increased rates of preventable death, injury, and illness.

Given the inherent fallibility of physicians, over the past several decades the medical community, payers, and regulators have experimented with incentive and provided physicians with information about best practices in an attempt to influence and improve medical decision making. A large research literature suggests that these efforts have had, at best, mixed results.

Advances in data collection and analytic methods enabling the development of “Artificial intelligence” (AI) offer new and unprecedented opportunities to improve medical decision making. Across a variety of cases, AI has shown the potential to reduce false positive and false negative rates of diagnosis. AI can also provide more appropriate treatment recommendations, often tailoring them to highly specific sets of symptoms and patient characteristics that could be difficult for every human medical provider to accurately diagnose. Finally, AI has the potential to overcome some inherent biases of various actors in the system, although this may be a matter of replacing the biases of physicians with the biases of data analysts and those who direct their work.

To better understand the potential implications of AI in healthcare, we rely on the economic intuition established by Autor, Levy, and Murnane (ALM, 2003), which examines the effect of greater automation on the distribution of wages and tasks across workers of different skill types. While ALM primarily considers the impact of robots doing relatively routine work, technological

---

1 https://www.hcinnovationgroup.com/home/blog/13018116/whats-the-most-expensive-technology-the-doctors-pen
3 For example, see Wickizer and Lessler (2002) and Eijkenaar, F. et al. (2013), which review the literature on utilization review and pay for performance, respectively.
progress in AI means automation can increasingly accomplish some of the non-routine tasks that were thought to be the solely the domain of human workers. They may even be able to accomplish some of these non-routine tasks better than humans can.

But it is also apparent that other tasks routinely performed by physicians and other medical personnel remain well beyond the reach of even the most optimistic proponents of AI. As suggested by Autor (2021), the impact of a greater use of AI in medicine will therefore depend on the degree to which the routine and non-routine tasks the replace complement or substitute for tasks that must still be performed by medical providers. As we discuss below, this impact will likely differ by specialty, skill set, and the patient’s medical condition – with potentially wide-ranging ramifications for the medical profession.

Broadly speaking, physicians are responsible for both gathering information from patients and using that information to diagnose conditions and develop treatment protocols. To the extent the information gathered is purely physical (e.g. a blood sample, image, or tissue sample) and the diagnosis can be automated, physicians could conceivably lose their centrality in the role of “captain” and be replaced by medical providers service as more of a technician carrying out the decisions made by third-party AI algorithms. This could result in physicians ceding much of their practices to lower cost allied medical professionals, such as nurse practitioners working in retail clinics. In that case, value may be captured by the owners and implementors of the AI systems or the clinics or patients.

To the extent the information must still be gathered by human-human interactions between human medical providers and patients, the ability to more accurately use that information to make a diagnosis and develop a treatment plan is a complement to a provider’s effort. Providers who are better able to gather data from patients or utilize the additional information from AI may capture much of the valued created. However, that provider may not be the same type of doctor that currently completes those tasks – allied medical personnel may be equally (or more) capable of incorporating AI information into medical decisions. Therefore, AI’s impact will be dictated by the set of tasks that currently comprise a physician’s role in the system – which we demonstrate below varies meaningfully across specialties.

In the economic literature, the creation and adoption of AI is often either explicitly or implicitly modeled as an exogenous event emerging as a result of broader technological progress. In healthcare, however, there are a number of barriers to the success of AI that are specific to the sector and will likely influence the eventual existence and nature of automation. At a minimum, there are both institutional and legal barriers to assembling large data sets containing information about patients. Perhaps more importantly, the success of AI may depend on buy-in from the very individuals whose success it threatens – physicians. Accordingly, we discuss below how the predictions of ALM on the impact of AI on physicians are likely to also shape the types of AI that emerges and is adopted by the medical community.

In addition, we consider the role of government and the competitive environment in determining which types of technologies emerge. Absent some sort of standard setting body, it is unclear how technologies will be adopted. This is particularly true if small differences emerge in the accuracy of these technologies and the legal environment for liability is unclear.
The paper proceeds in the following manner. We begin by describing important features of the healthcare market that are central to understanding the economic implications of AI. These include both medical decision-making process and the history of third-party interventions. We next examine the implications of the labor economics literature on the distribution of economic surplus in the healthcare value chain and demonstrate the important role of different tasks in understanding this prediction. We conjecture about how AI will shape the future of physicians and allied personnel. We then take the perspective of AI firms – will they capture the value they create, and will they be forced to adapt to the potential backlash from physicians? We close with a discussion of additional areas of economic research that would help to understand the potential implications of AI in this market.

II. The Value Chain and Medical Decision Making

We begin by describing a highly stylized value chain in medical care, which highlights the central role of the physician. While the total value chain is quite complex, and includes medical innovation as well as health insurance, we focus on key steps from onset of illness to delivery of treatment:

- A patient visits a medical provider, usually a physician, either complaining of symptoms or for a routine check-up.
- The provider and the patient discuss the patient’s health and the provider performs additional diagnostic tests and procedures based on the information gleaned from the patient
- The provider diagnoses any existing medical problems
- The provider recommends a course of treatment, which may include watchful waiting, medication, additional diagnostic tests, and or a surgical procedure
- If the patient agrees, additional tests and treatment are rendered.

In a seminal paper, Arrow (1964) describes how and why physicians have played a central role in this healthcare value chain. Acting as learned agents for their patients, physicians help patients determine what medical services they require and who should provide them. Patients trust their physicians to be competent and compassionate. Physicians earn this trust through professional training as well as years of experience. Indoctrination during medical school as well as professional peer pressure further encourage physicians to serve as perfect, or near perfect agents (Dranove, 1988). As Arrow put it: “[t]he social obligation for best practice is part of the commodity that the physician sells.”

Playing a central role in the value chain, physicians capture a sizable portion of the value they create. Physicians are among the highest compensated individuals in the United States. For example, in 2017 the average physician earned nearly $350,000 per year and half of all physicians were in the top two percent of all U.S. earners (Gottlieb et al, 2020). These averages mask meaningful heterogeneity, with primary care physicians having an average income of approximately $250,000 and the average surgeon earning nearly $500,000. Allied medical providers, while still earning salaries that are well above average, do not approach these levels.

Other actors in the value chain, such as hospitals, drug and device makers, and even insurers, also contribute to value creation and capture an economically significant portion of that value as wages
and profits. Patients capture the residual value – the difference between the health benefits created by the value chain and their payments in the form of both out-of-pocket spending and insurance premiums.

Almost as quickly as Arrow had described the physician-patient relationship, researchers began identifying ways in which the physician was far from a perfect agent. We discuss this research in the next section. Concerns about biases and errors have led both providers and third-party payers to use research evidence and practical experience to improve medical decision making. In the next section, we describe the history of these interventions with an underlying conceptual framework that AI is the latest and potentially most powerful example of these long running efforts.

III. Third Party Intervention in the Value Chain

Even before Arrow (1964) described the trustworthy physician-agent and Fuchs (1974) named physicians the “captain of the team,” researchers were concerned about medical decision making. One line of research focused on the pernicious effects of fee-for-service reimbursements, which provided incentives to physicians to overtreat their patients. The past fifty years have seen numerous efforts to remedy these potentially negative incentives.

A second line of research on physician agency identified widespread variation in medical practice from doctor to doctor and across regions, such that seemingly identical patients often receive different treatments (Wennberg and Gittelson, 1973; Cutler et al., 2019). To some extent, this could reflect differences in patient preferences or physician skills and might not indicate inefficiency (Chandra and Staiger, 2007; Finkelstein et al., 2016). There is a broad consensus, however, that at least some portion of practice variations reflects poor medical decision making, whether due to poor training, limited experience, or personal biases (Cutler et al., 2019). While most of the literature on inducement and practice variations focuses on their impact on health spending, a prominent 2000 report from the Institutes of Medicine provides alarming evidence of problems with quality that also reflected poor medical decision making (Donaldson, et al., 2000). Substandard quality may lead to over 100,000 unnecessary deaths annually in the United States.

If physicians are making poor decisions, it stands to reason that some oversight may be warranted. There is a long history of medical providers reviewing each other’s decisions. For example, hospital quality assurance committees review medical records to assess the decisions of their medical staff. The first examples of third parties intervening in medical decision-making date to the 1950s, when several organizations, including labor unions and some Health Maintenance Organizations, instituted second surgical opinion programs. As the name suggests, payers would not authorize reimbursement for a surgery without approval from an independent surgeon. Organized medicine resisted and second opinion programs did not rapidly spread.

---


6 These include the introduction of fixed payments per hospital admission (the DRG system), as well as a variety of payment innovations for physicians, often referred to as “payment reform.” The latter may include bonuses based on following treatment guidelines or achieving quality metrics.

7 Much of this historical perspective is Gray and Field, eds. (1989)
The Social Security Amendments of 1972 (PL 92-603) catalyzed third party review by creating Professional Standards Review Organizations (PSROs). PRSOs were panels of local physicians that used their own expertise to develop “objective” standards of care for physicians practicing in their communities. By the late 1970s, a Congressional subcommittee claimed that there were over 2 million unnecessary surgeries each year (American College of Surgeons, 1982). Congress authorized Medicare to augment PSROs with second-surgical opinion programs, also developed by panels of independent physicians.

These programs worked via two distinct mechanisms that are salient to any consideration of modern AI. First, the review panels published their standards, which practicing physicians could use to inform their medical decisions. In this way, the panels would have complemented physician decision-making. Second, the panels could review claims data and punish providers who failed to conform to the standards. In effect, physicians would have to follow the panel’s recommendation or face punishment. In this way, the judgments of the panels would have substituted for physician decision-making. As it turned out, the panels’ guidelines were not well-publicized and the panels lacked meaningful punishment powers. As a result, the programs neither complemented nor substituted for physician decision-making. In 1982, Congress replaced PSROs with Peer Review Organizations, which had slightly stronger enforcement powers. Punishment remained relatively rare, however, and PROs were nearly as ineffective as PSROs.

While government oversight of medical decision-making floundered, the private sector took notice of the potential benefits of these efforts. With employers grousing about rising healthcare benefits costs, commercial insurers introduced Utilization Review (UR) programs, essentially PROs with a more meaningful teeth to match their bark. Insurers typically outsourced UR to independent companies. Interqual, one of the largest of these UR service providers, offers a good example of how UR worked. Interqual would not authorize payment unless a case met two criteria. Intensity of Service (IS) criteria included “diagnostic and therapeutic services generally requiring hospitalization,” whereas Severity of Illness (SI) criteria include "objective, clinical parameters reflecting the need for hospitalization” (Interqual, 1989). Interqual’s medical advisors developed these criteria from literature reviews and their own experiences. Interqual developed computer algorithms to implement them. An Interqual employee (typically a nurse) could enter relevant clinical data and the algorithm would determine if the patient met the IS/SI criteria. At the physician end of the interaction, a doctor would typically assign staff (again, typically a nurse) to provide the required data to Interqual. If the patient did not meet one or both of the IS/SI criteria, the physician might get personally involved, providing further justification for the treatment decision.

Commercial UR programs intervened far more often than did PRSOs and PROs, and this led to a backlash from patients and physicians. Sixty percent of respondents to a 1998 Commonwealth Fund physician survey reported that they had serious problems with external reviews and limitations on their clinical decisions. Physicians expressed concern about the impact on their patients’ health. One common complaint was about the opacity of the UR algorithm. Another was that the physician possessed information about the patient that was not incorporated into the UR algorithm. How did the patient sound when they described their condition? How did the patient respond to prior treatments? Do they adhere to prescriptions? Do they have a supportive home environment?

---

8 This example drawn from Dranove, D. (1993).
Simply put, UR algorithms might produce the optimal treatment for a patient presenting with a limited, identifiable, set of demographic and clinical characteristics. That is, UR can generate “norms” of care. But physicians have additional information about their patients’ “idiosyncrasies” that the algorithm omits – often because there is not a plausible means of a physician to communicate the wealth of information that they have about each patient. This creates a tension – is it better to force potentially biased physician to conform to norms, or allow them to make their own decisions, factoring in idiosyncrasies. As we discuss, AI does not eliminate this tension, but may tilt the calculus. This is particularly true if it becomes easier for AI systems to take in larger amounts of complex data.

What often grated on physicians about UR, and may apply equally well to AI, was that reviews were time consuming and cut into their incomes (at least as a measure of dollars per hour worked). A more subtle, but potentially far more important factor was that UR threatened the physician’s status as “captain of the team.” If a computer algorithm could supplant the physician’s judgment, this would totally subvert the value chain. Patients would no longer have to place their trust solely in the judgement of their physicians – they could, after all, get superior advice from a computer. This, in turn, could transform physicians from professionals whose judgments saved lives to technicians who merely followed directions, and put the future earnings potential of physicians in jeopardy.

Politicians took notice of the backlash against UR. US House Minority Leader Steve Ellmann (R; Missouri) stated that “doctors and consumers…all have a horror story to tell you about the insurance company that wouldn’t pay on the claim” (Hilzenrath, 1997). Amid lobbying from organized medicine, many states enacted laws exposing insurers to malpractice regulations; we discuss below how these laws may impact AI. The US House of Representatives passed legislation that would prohibit insurers from overruling physician decisions, and President Clinton proposed a “Patient Bill of Rights” which would have provided recourse for patients when UR agencies denied coverage. Organized medicine widely praised these efforts. Under intense political pressure, and with research studies failing to find consistent cost savings from UR, insurers changed course (Wickizer et al, 1989; Wickizer, 1990). By the early 2000s, they no longer threatened to withhold payments from providers who failed to follow guidelines. Instead, UR would be purely informative.

For the next decade or longer, both the government and private insurers drew on an ever-growing volume of published research, as well as in-house data, to refine treatment guidelines. These remain almost exclusively informative rather than punitive. In the 2000s, the federal Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality sponsored nearly two dozen Patient Outcome Research Teams (PORTS), which developed treatment standards for a range of medical conditions, from lumbar spine stenosis and osteoarthritis to prostate cancer and heart attacks. The PORTS developed standards by conducting meta-analyses of the relevant research literatures. Their recommendations came to be described as “evidence-based medicine” or “treatment protocols.” When implemented by third parties such as health insurers or, increasingly, electronic health records (EHR) suppliers, these protocols are often referred to as Clinical Decision Support (CDS).

10 Reacting favorably to Clinton’s proposal, American Medical Association President Thomas Reardon stated, “Restoring public confidence begins by allowing physicians to be advocates for their patients.” Cited in “Clinton proposes patients’ bill of rights,” British Medical Journal, 1997, 315: 1397. For a discussion of the political jousting between organized medicine and health insurers, see Toner (2001).  
11 For a detailed history of PORTS, see Freund et al (1999).
As research evidence has grown, analysts have access to more granular EHR data. This means that the algorithms can incorporate information about what used to be “idiosyncrasies,” more finely tailoring recommendations to specific patient needs. This tilts the calculus in favor of third-party oversight and the evidence-based medicine movement has accelerated. Hospitals and/or payers often provide physicians with highly detailed treatment protocols, indicating what tests to order, what diagnoses to render based on test results, and what treatments to deliver based on diagnoses and other pertinent patient information. Figure 1 depicts a treatment protocol for acute decompensated heart failure. Protocols are usually advisory and most physicians believe the positive aspects outweigh the negatives, though a sizeable minority believe they limit their ability to make clinical decisions. For the most part, then, evidence-based medicine has served to complement existing physician practice.

AI represents the next step in the development of treatment protocols. By applying advanced data analytics to large data sets, computers incorporate ever more granular data and develop more sophisticated and fine-tuned protocols, including some that target very specific clinical indications. AI also offers new opportunities for oversight not just of treatment recommendations, but of the diagnostic process. Up to now, a radiologist’s reading of an MRI image, or a pathologist’s analysis of a tissue sample, have been inputs into third party algorithms. AI affords the opportunity to have machines read the MRIs and analyze the tissue samples. The potential for AI to either complement or substitute for physician practice is therefore spreading well beyond anything presented by prior third-party interventions. Understanding the implications for this widespread adoption of automation requires a clearer conceptual model of how such systems can impact the distribution of economic rents in the value chain.

V. Automation and the Distribution of Economic Value

Over the past several decades, technological progress has allowed for an increasing set of tasks to be completed by machines rather than humans. This began as primarily substituting for “blue collar” physical labor (e.g., steam shovels replacing physical shovels, tractors replacing horse drawn plows) resulting in decreased employment among workers in those sectors (Rasmussen 1982; Olmstead and Rhode 2001). Eventually, advancements in computers allowed automation to move into more “white collar” professions resulting in declining employment for particular types of workers in those sectors (Autor, 2014).

The ability of automation to undertake such tasks has caused a combination of consternation in the popular press and academic curiosity among researchers. These concerns focus on how the implementation of automation affects employment levels, wages, and inequality. Non-academics have primarily focused on the ability of automation to substitute for workers and potentially decrease wages, often with doomsday predictions for the future of workers.

Deloitte 2016 Survey of US Physicians. 61 percent of responding physicians agreed or strongly agreed with the statement “Overall, the positive aspects of having protocols outweigh the negatives.” 44 percent agreed or strongly agreed that protocols “Limit physicians’ ability to make clinical decisions.”
Economic theory, however, generates a far more ambiguous and heterogeneous set of predictions about the impact of increased automation. Understanding the potential effects of automation requires starting from the idea that inputs to the value chain are generally rewarded based on their productivity (Autor, 2022). This productivity is itself a function of the input’s capabilities (i.e. the economic value they can create) and its relative scarcity (i.e. the economic value it can potentially capture). Given the variety of ways in which value can be created and the changing nature of competition in the market, the productivity of inputs varies over time.

Predicting this variation in productivity requires considering that economic production is actually the result of a bundle of tasks – some of which are accomplished by labor and some by capital. The mix of these inputs varies meaningfully by occupation and over time, as the degree to which production can rely on labor and capital is a function of technological progress. While each of these tasks for production are necessary, changes in the relative cost of each type of input will vary the optimal mix of tasks and the optimal use of labor and capital. It will also be a function of the degree to which newly developed technologies create a displacement effect by simply replacing tasks done by labor or a productivity effect by increasing the value of other types of labor inputs. To the extent that these new capital inputs raise the value of labor, they will increase rather than decrease demand for these types of labor. Thus, labor may increase from automation, but the effect will vary across the distribution of workers (see Acemoglu and Restrepo, 2019 for a discussion of these effects and a broader discussion of the labor economic research into the effects of automation).

Perhaps the most canonical study in this task-based approach of considering automation is Autor, Levy, and Murnane (2003). ALM focuses on a task-based approach to the impacts of automation on wages and inequality. ALM posits that to the degree economic value is created by a combination of tasks, the role of increased automation is a function of how it affects the relative contribution of these tasks to create economic value.

ALM break tasks up into two broad categories – routine and non-routine. At the time ALM was written, technological limitations meant automation was primarily relegated to completing “routine” tasks. These are tasks that follow a well-defined set of rules and an order of operations that can be clearly documented and communicated to computers in the form of a program. These categories resulted from the limits of computer programming and technology at that time. Tacit human knowledge was difficult to communicate to computers, and this served as a fundamental boundary between the types of tasks that could be automated and those that could not. This, in turn, provided some clear bounds of the amount of substitution that could occur.

ALM illustrates how the impact of automation depends on the degree to which new technologies serve as a substitute or a complement for the work currently done by humans. They find the rise of automation in routine tasks resulted in a reduction in labor inputs for those tasks. They also found that as the costs of automating routine tasks fell, there was an increase in demand for labor performing non-routine tasks that were complements to automation. Over time, technology progressed so that even more routine tasks could be automated, with subsequent declines in clerical and administrative occupations (Autor, 2014). This trend has continued with the rise of industrial robots, i.e. autonomous machines that can complete well defined tasks without human oversight.
Acemoglu and Restrepo (2020) find that the increased use of industrial robots for tasks such as welding, painting, and manufacturing is responsible for a decline in employment for these sectors. Some described the advent of AI, and its ability to accomplish tasks that cannot be specifically programmed, as overturning that paradigm discussed in ALM (e.g. Susskind, 2021). In reality, advances in AI have simply shifted the frontier of jobs that could be automated from purely routine tasks to the non-routine tasks that were reserved for humans in ALM. We posit that while this has clear implications for which types of tasks could ultimately be automated, the fundamental economic points remain largely unchanged and will continue to dictate the distribution of rents across the value chain. Ultimately, the impact of AI-based automation will be a function of the degree to which it displaces labor inputs or increases the productivity of other types of labor inputs – noting that even advancements that increase productivity could result in a net decline of economic rents collected by labor. We also note that the impact of AI could vary greatly across the distribution of workers as certain types of labor may find their tasks are less replaceable than others.

VI. Modeling AI in Healthcare

We draw on this labor economics literature to consider the variety of ways that an increased use of AI could impact the distribution of value in healthcare. As we consider the relative impact of AI on various actors in the value chain there are questions both about the degree of complementarity and the relative scarcity of various types of employees. For example, consider a situation where the widespread adoption of AI for diagnostic testing allowed for more medical decision making to be completed by mid-level providers such as physician assistants or nurse practitioners rather than doctors. This would increase the value that could be created by these mid-level providers. However, there are relatively fewer restrictions on entry for this profession and as a result new workers could be attracted into this sector. As a result, while the value created by the shift to mid-level providers could be quite high, it is not clear whether those providers would capture much of it.

As a starting point, we must consider the appropriate definition of “productivity” in this context. As discussed by ALM, productivity is the result of the amount of value created and the scarcity of an input in creating the value. Inputs are rewarded based on their productivity. In our context of medical decision making, productivity is related to the inputs used to reach a medical decision and the quality of that medical decision. For example, imagine that the true diagnosis sits along a line or around a circle. There is some reported diagnosis, based on labor and AI inputs, that sits on the same line or circle. The smaller the distance between the reported and true diagnosis, the better the health outcome for the patient. (One can easily include costs into the calculus.) In this way, productivity can be equated to the proximity of the true and reported diagnosis. Likewise for the productivity of the treatment decision. Thus, there is a natural correspondence between productivity in ALM and productivity in medicine.

Historically, productivity in medicine was primarily the result of a physician’s effort with little reliance on technology or third parties. We have discussed how third parties use evidence-based medicine to improve productivity in treatment recommendations. While the jury is out regarding the magnitude of these improvements, there is little doubt that technological change has led to
substantial improvements in diagnostic productivity – contrast MRIs with X-rays for diagnosis breast cancer, for example. Some new diagnostics require very little judgement or insight. For example, a cholesterol test produces a specific number measuring heart health and a blood test for measuring a glomerular filtration rate provides a clear estimate of kidney function. In these settings, there is little expertise required to perform or interpret the test. Instead, physicians are primarily responsible for knowing which tests to order and what to recommend given a particular set of results. While that frontier of recommendations is obviously moving over time, it is not particularly cumbersome for physicians to follow the frontier in their specialty.

Other innovations, including imaging and genetic tests require more physician input into reading and interpreting test results. For example, radiologists have historically been critical to reading scans to detect various cancers or other abnormalities. Similarly, orthopedic surgeons read images such as MRIs and X-rays to determine whether patients are candidates for surgeries as opposed to other more conservative interventions. Developing treatment plans from testing that requires more judgement currently requires patients and third-party payers to rely even more heavily on the recommendation of a medical provider.

Let us return to the notion that productivity reflects the difference between true and reported diagnosis/treatment recommendation. It is important to recognize that the even if the physician knows what is best for the patient, with no uncertainty, the physician might not truthfully report what is best. Unlike other settings of increased use of automation, where the firm that employs AI will choose the most productive use, it may not be financially advantageous for the physician to use AI. More importantly, the physician might not be constrained by market forces to use it. Consider the case of patients with back pain. Some of these patients may require surgery to address their underlying condition – a treatment plan that may generate significant value for the provider. Of course, there are other patients with back pain that results from less severe underlying medical conditions that would benefit from a more conservative path such as physical therapy and weight management. In a world where the physician is independently responsible for developing and reporting a treatment plan, that physician may recommend surgery when it is unwarranted but financially beneficial to the physician. This may reflect both “demand inducement” and “practice variations” that we discussed earlier.

If AI serves the same function as PORTS or treatment protocols – informational but not dictatorial -- then demand inducement and practice variations may still lead to suboptimal decisions. Even so, the introduction of AI may lead to far superior outcomes than existing treatment protocols, for several reasons. First, to the extent that AI provides more accurate diagnoses and treatment decisions than even the best current protocols, physicians will increasingly accept its recommendations. This may have a secondary benefit. In an effort to reduce medical spending, insurers have attempted to force physicians to take financial responsibility when their patient’s costs exceed various benchmarks. Physicians often resist, arguing that medical costs are too unpredictable. AI can add predictability to both diagnoses and treatment costs, encouraging more physicians to accept payment reforms. Second, accurate AI would give insurers more confidence to challenge physician decisions. In effect, the insurer may prefer an unbiased decision based solely on AI input over a potentially biased physician-determined weighting of AI and physician input. Consider further that while most physicians have not embraced payment reform, many hospitals have, in the form of
Accountable Care Organizations and other new payment structures. AI may give hospitals the tools to accurately evaluate the productivity of their own medical staff. Physicians may prefer following treatment recommendations offered by their hospital employers more than from commercial insurers.

Another economically important feature of AI is the ability to use a different combination of inputs in the medical decision-making process. Suppose, for example, that there is some nontrivial fixed cost to physicians reading radiology scans or tissue samples. If AI readings of scans and tissue samples is sufficiently inexpensive and sufficiently accurate, it would be efficient to bypass the physician altogether. As some of our examples show, AI diagnostic accuracy can far exceed what physicians have accomplished, even when physicians incorporate AI into their diagnoses. We suspect that radiologists and pathologists have much to be concerned about as AI use expands into more areas of diagnosis. If industrial robots can replace welders, painters, and others in the broader economy, then can these medical specialists be far behind?

Can the same be said for broader areas of medical decision-making? Can robots replace doctors? Both rendering diagnoses or making treatment recommendations often requires information from patients about their underlying health. Traditionally, physicians obtain this information during office visits and incorporate it into their “personal algorithms.” Even if gathering of this information is a crucial step in the value chain, there may be no reason why the physician needs to be involved. This information could be gathered by a mid-level provider such as a physician assistant or a nurse practitioner. To the extent that the information and resulting decisions are colored by various nuances, such as the patient’s affect when responding to questions, it might not be sufficient for a mid-level provider to feed the answers to rote questions into a computer. We lack the expertise to state which types of conditions have such subjectivity in reporting, but this seems likely to be an important determinant of when mid-level providers will effectively substitute for physicians. We also note that it is not immediately clear how whether physicians are the optimal labor input even when information requires some subjectivity.

Questions about this type of substitution are particularly important because different medical providers take part in related but distinct labor markets. As we discuss below, both wages and entry into these labor markets can be sticky, leading to long run inefficiencies in the labor market response to AI.

VI.A. Examples of a Task-Based Approach to Examining the Economic Effects of AI on the Healthcare Value Chain

This discussion makes it obvious that the distribution of a physician’s tasks and the availability of substitute inputs is a key factor in determining value capture. This set of tasks differs by specialty (and likely within specialty across geography and setting). Better understanding which specialties will be most impacted by AI requires examining this variation in the nature of tasks performed and how it intersects with existing and potential AI technology.
To provide a simple illustration of this variation, Exhibits 1 and 2 list the most common procedures and services delivered to Medicare beneficiaries by two specialists—general internal medicine and radiologists. Exhibit 1 ranks the top ten procedures and services by frequency; Exhibit 2 ranks them by payments.

While non-medical experts often refer to the profession of a “physician” fairly generically—these lists of job tasks demonstrate the fundamental heterogeneity across different specialties of physicians. Of particular interest is the extent to which the specialties differ in the extent of interaction with patients. As the Exhibits show, and not surprisingly, radiologists primarily bill payers for their engagements with technology. Radiologists largely read X-ray, CT, MRI, and other diagnostic images; the actual imaging (and engagement with patients) is usually performed by allied medical personnel under the radiologist’s supervision. In contrast, internists are primarily billing for their interactions with patients. The exhibits show that these physicians earn most of their income, directly engaging with patients, in office and hospital visits of varying length.

It is also important to note that these particular tasks represent what physicians are able to bill for but fall short of providing a comprehensive description of the tasks necessary to complete these activities. As a result, while a typology based solely on billing codes makes it seems that radiology is devoid of human contact and internists are neo-luddites the eschew technology, the reality is far more complex.

Ultimately, the services each type of physician bills involve a combination tasks with varying degrees of technology and human interaction. To demonstrate the complexity of tasks that underlie the billing codes in Exhibits 1 and 2, Exhibit 3 contains the tasks that are identified by the Occupational Information Network (O*Net) to define the occupation of a radiologist and a general internal medicine physician. Examining these tasks makes it immediately clear that a billing based classification of activities that implies radiologists only interact with technology and internists solely work with human patients is overly simplistic.

At a minimum, radiologists must report their findings to physicians. While reports to other physicians are usually written rather than verbal, they can often contain the kind of nuance that might be difficult for AI to fully replicate. To the extent that radiology reports are formulaic (e.g., they characterize the size and nature of an observed lesion or cyst and state a probability that the lesion or cyst is malignant), AI might be able to produce the same type of report, with greater accuracy. However, there could still be tasks that are necessary for a radiologist to complete in partnership with these results. For example, radiologists also must often work with patients to help them to understand their testing procedures and results—a task that would be hard to imagine being supplanted by AI in the near future.

Nor do the finding from claims data mean that all tasks involved with being an internist require the types of patient interactions that cannot be overtaken by advances in AI. As Exhibit 3 shows, internists need to be able to accurately diagnose medical conditions from a variety of data, order appropriate tests, and make treatment recommendations for patients. As the tasks list demonstrates, this is often based on information about a variety of symptoms and ailments and advanced AI could do better at both diagnosing and identifying treatments in those cases. Even in that case, a medical
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13 We are grateful to Bingxiao Wu for assembling these data.
provider is critical to gather information for the AI system. However, there is no definitive reason that task needs to be completed by a physician. Allied medical personnel can and often do engage in the kinds of patient interactions. To the extent those personnel can serve as a complement to advances in AI, the centrality of even physicians that currently interact a lot with patients could be threatened.

**IV. AI in Medical Practice**

Fully understanding the potential scope for automation to serve as either a substitute or a complement for physician productivity requires more knowledge about the types of AI that have currently been developed or could conceivably emerge over a reasonable time frame.

Taking a step back, we note that while technological progress has allowed AI to take part in nearly all aspects of medical practice, at a broad level, these technologies fall into two primary categories:

- **Scanning of test samples to perform diagnoses**: Radiologists visually assess medical images to detect and characterize disease (Hosny et al. 2018). AI algorithms are particularly effective in recognizing and interpreting complex images and therefore may produce faster and more accurate diagnoses than human physicians (Alkahldi, 2021). For example, Kim et al. (2020) partnered with five hospitals to collect mammography scans and patient outcome data. They found that AI improved the detection of breast cancer, with false negative rates falling from 25 percent to 15 percent. The greatest improvement was for early-stage cancers, which are hardest to detect. Matawari et al. (2021) found that when radiologists relied on deep convolutional neural network (DCNN) software that was trained using data from one hospital to detect hip fractures, false negative rates fell from 17 percent to 9 percent. AI can also aid in the screening of blood and tissue samples. For example, Hollon et al. (2020) study the time required to interpret histologic images during cancer surgery performed on over 400 patients at one hospital. The surgeon must wait while the samples are read, so every minute counts. They find that DCNN reduces the time required for the pathologist to analyze samples from 40 minutes to 3, with no difference in accuracy.

- **Mining of clinical data**: Data mining – identifying reproduceable patterns in big data – has several potential uses in healthcare, from extracting relevant information from EHRs, to forecasting diseases before they happen, to recommending treatments tailored to highly detailed clinical information. Mining electronic health records can turn up health indicators that predict the onset of disease. For example, the US Department of Veterans Affairs, partnering with DeepMind Health, developed a model to predict acute kidney injury during hospital stays. The model incorporates new health data as it is entered into the EMR system and predicts 90 percent of kidney injuries that would require dialysis up to 48 hours before the injury. Such early prediction allows doctors to take steps to reduce the progression of the injury and potentially prevent the need for dialysis. The model also indicates the relevant
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14 The lone exception, surgery, faces disruption from another new technology – robots.
15 When radiologists incorporated DCNN results but also considered their own independent reading of images, fall negative rates increased to 12 percent.
clinical factors that led to the prediction and the relevant blood tests for monitoring the patient.

Broadly these tasks fall under the category of clinical decision support (CDS). CDS represents a potentially far-reaching use of data mining. An important task for physicians is to translate diagnostic information into treatment recommendations, from which drugs to prescribe to whether the patient requires major surgery. These decisions can be highly complex, involving dozens of clinical indicators (Croskerry, 2018). AI can digest information in published research, as well as mine thousands of clinical records, to identify the best treatments to recommend, at a granularity that is limited only by the size of the data set and the range and precision of variables included in the data. In an early application, the University of North Carolina Cancer Center used IBM Watson’s Genomic project to personalize treatments for patients with specific genetic defects (Patel et al., 2018). Admittedly, the use of Watson also stands as evidence of existing limitations with AI. However, it is unclear how binding this limitation will be over time.

These two categories of AI both contribute towards the ultimate goal of medical practice – i.e. obtaining an appropriate diagnosis and treatment plan that increases a patient’s health. Of course, the economic implications of these two types of AI developments could be vastly different.

We also note that while these two are the two broad areas that AI could fall into, there has been far more development of diagnostic tools that substitute for potential physician effort. The development of sophisticated CDS that truly guides physicians or other medical providers has not fully emerged into the market. This could, of course, be a function of simple technological progress. However, as we discuss in the next section, there are a variety of economic and market based barriers that could limit the development of particular types of AI.

VII. Barriers to AI Development and Implementation

To the degree that automation decreases the value captured by traditional medical providers it will create opportunities for other parts of the value chain to capture value. As such, we also discuss below about how the effect of AI on the value chain effects the market for developing new AI in this sector. The existing labor economics literature on the role of automation often thinks of these technological developments as exogenous – and often in the case of manufacturing or more generic routine tasks this is a reasonable assumption. However, the development and adoption of AI for medical decision making will require the active participation of physicians and other medical decision makers before its adopted.

While AI has the potential to serve the two broad features of performing diagnoses and supporting clinical decision making, to date we have primarily seen it adopted in a role of diagnoses. Even in the role where AI is being developed to serve a diagnostic role, its widespread adoption has been more limited than some would have expected if one only consider the pace of technological progress.
Some of this lack of adoption both within and across categories could be the result of different applicability of technologies. However, we would argue that in addition to any pure technological features there are a number of economic factors that have limited the adoption of these services.

VII.A. Access to data

Regardless of its application, AI requires data. Data from scans. Data from blood samples. Clinical and outcome data from medical records. These data largely reside in electronic health records (EHRs) and, in principle, are already available for data scientists to explore (though we also are aware that some valuable data currently resides in the minds of physicians). In some countries, such as England, EHRs are universal, uniform and consolidated – all data is centralized and uniformly reported. In the United States, however, data are fragmented across many EHR systems with limited interoperability. That is, data exchange across platforms is limited. Moreover, even when providers use the same platform, there is substantial customization which again limits data exchange.

There are also regulatory barriers to assembling and using medical data. Data are protected by HIPAA, which can limit the sharing of personally identifiable health information (PHI) across medical providers. This makes it extremely difficult for third parties to access claims data and to pool data across providers or over time; Tschider (2019) calls this “[t]he healthcare privacy-artificial intelligence impasse.” This barrier is particularly problematic for the many technology-focused firms that are attempting to develop healthcare for AI but exist outside of the traditional medical system. Even if HIPAA was relaxed to allow for more data sharing, one could argue that the sensitive nature of the data increases fears of litigation or other negative events when working with such data from outside of your own firm.

The upshot is that in the United States, analytics are often confined to “in-house” data – often from a single hospital or health system. Indeed, the published literature on AI is replete with studies derived from surprisingly small samples drawn from individual hospitals and systems. An important exception are studies involving the US Veterans Administration, which bills itself as the largest integrated health care system in the country. With electronic health records covering 9.1 million patients, the VA has proven to be fertile ground for AI development. The VA has even established a National Artificial Intelligence Institute and has published numerous studies of AI in the VA system. Kaiser Permanente, the largest private integrated health system, is also active in AI development. Kaiser and other large systems may find AI becoming a new source of value creation, as their privately developed diagnostic tools and clinical decision support systems give them an edge over smaller providers lacking access to similar data.

As large health systems continue to facilitate AI development, it is unclear how the resulting decision tools will filter out into general use. Systems may want to protect their intellectual property to as to maintain competitive advantage. Even if systems feel charitable, sharing their algorithms may require compromises to accommodate variations in the kinds of data available in different EHRs. It is also concerning whether any relative homogeneity of the patients or the practice of medicine in these organizations could be leading to biased AI technologies. This is particularly true when, as we describe below, part of the process of AI involves developing ways in which automation can occur
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17 For example, see Pierre et al., (2016; Lee et al. (2021); Rodriguez-Diaz et al., (2021); and Jing et al., (2022)
through processes that are not immediately obvious or knowable by humans. Quite simply, as the machine learns we may not be fully aware what it is learning and whether there is truly external validity to these processes.

Many health insurers have significant skills in data analytics. So too do many companies outside of healthcare. In order to access and use sensitive health data without running afoul of HIPAA, these companies may need to own the provider practices that generate the data. This may partially explain the integration strategy of Optum, which is the nation’s leading employer of physicians. In the absence of widespread data sharing, the potential for both value creation and value capture by large vertically-integrated organizations using in-house data to develop AI systems may be palpable.

VII.B. Sticky Prices and Entry Barriers

AI will reduce the productivity gap between physicians and allied medical professionals for at least some medical services. In a well-functioning market, we would expect physician fees for the affected services to fall. In equilibrium, physicians might continue to provide these services albeit at lower wages that reflect the reduced scarcity of their ability in these new production functions. In the long run, declining physician compensation would likely reduce entry by new physicians and drive up the fees for those services not affected by AI or those that are complements to AI and can only be performed by physicians.

The idiosyncrasies of physician fee schedules, however, suggest that this dynamic may not play out exactly as predicted by economic models from outside of healthcare. Medicare and most private insurers use the Resource-based Relative Value Scale (RBRVS) as the basis for setting a fee schedule. Even when private insurers pay a multiple of the Medicare rate, the relative value of these services is dictated by this schedule unless the payer engages in effort to separately negotiate the fee (Clemens, Gottlieb, Molnar, 2017).

The RBRVS assigns each of several thousand different physician services a Relative Value Unit (RVU). The fee for any given service is the corresponding RVU for that service, multiplied by a dollar multiplier. CMS sets the multiplier for services delivered to Medicare beneficiaries. Private insurers either set or negotiate a separate multiplier for their enrollees. The important point is that the relative fees for all services are dictated by the RVU, and that RVUs are based on the resource inputs required to produce the service – essentially physician and office staff time and overhead. In other words, the relative fees for different services are effectively based on a labor theory of value rather than on the productivity of the input. Market forces only enter to the extent that they influence the overall multiplier and not the relative value of various tasks.\(^{18}\)

The implication is that while AI may reduce the relative productivity of certain physician services, it is not likely to lead to a reduction in the relative fees for those services. To the extent that AI affects fees, it will depend on whether AI increases or decreases the amount of time it takes for physicians to render a final diagnosis/recommendation. It is not clear which direction this will go.

\(^{18}\) Some payers set or negotiate separate fees for a small number of “carved-out” services, such as joint replacement surgery and deliveries of newborns. These fees may be based on market forces. The lion’s share of reimbursements are based on RVUs.
Sticky fees will accelerate the shift away from using physicians for services where their productivity advantage has declined. After all, if a physician has become far less productive relative to affiliated medical providers but wages have not adjusted to reflect this decline — payers may be more inclined to use the affiliated provider. What is interesting, and is an area for more research, is the situation where the productivity advantage has declined but the best potential medical outcome is still the result of the combination of a physician with the newly developed AI technologies. In these settings, there could be a conflict between what is the most effective and what is the most cost-effective treatment — particularly if the wages of physicians are unable to adjust. It is a broader political economic question as to how such conflict would be resolved, but given the history of physician reimbursement and the role of policymakers on limiting the ability of payers to dictate care it is not obvious that we would reach the most economically efficient outcome.

As the prices for various services evolve in a market we would normally expect the entry and exit of affected economic actors. Various frictions in the form of entry and exit barriers would, however, limit this movement. This is particularly evident in the labor market for medical providers where a variety of credentialing organizations limit the free flow of individuals into the market. However, these barriers are not the same across different actors. For example, there are far more limits on individuals becoming physicians than there are for other allied medical professionals. This extends beyond simply the amount of time to complete the training. The number of training slots (both seats in domestic medical schools and residency slots at hospitals) are broadly fixed and limit expansions of the supply in response to changing economics. Similarly, physicians are highly trained individuals who may have far worse outside options in the labor market than practicing medicine. This could limit their willingness to move out of the labor force. In contrast, it is relatively less arduous to train for other medical occupations and similar limitations do not exist constraining supply.

These different entry and exit barriers are important when considering the implications for understanding the potential impact of AI on the distribution of economic rents in the value chain. This is particularly true given the relatively fixed reimbursement of physicians over time that we discuss below.

VII.C. Medical Malpractice Concerns

A physician who makes an incorrect diagnosis or makes the wrong treatment recommendation, either of which results in harm to the patient, may be liable in court for damages and risk professional discipline. This is true even if the physician is following the recommendations of an informed third party, including government entities, such as Medicare-sponsored UR agencies, and private insurers. Physicians may also be liable if they implement suggestions developed through AI. This applies both when they perform services that proved to be medically unnecessary, and when they failed to perform medically necessary procedures.
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19 Many of the concepts in this section are taken from Sullivan and Schweikart (2019).
Case law suggests that physicians are ultimately liable for treatment decisions, even when third parties are involved. In *Sarchett v. Blue Shield of California*, the court affirmed the rights of third parties to disagree with a physicians’ diagnosis and determination of medical necessity. The court added, however, any doubts about coverage should be construed in favor of the patient. In other words, if the physician insists that a procedure is medically necessary, the insurer should generally be required to cover it. While this seems to protect physicians, the subsequent *Wickline v. California* case limited that protection. The upshot of *Wickline* is that in situations where the physician deems a procedure is medically necessary, but the payer denies coverage, both parties may be liable if failure to perform the procedure results in harm. In particular, the burden is on the physician to appeal the insurer’s decision. At the same time, if the physician accepts the insurer’s recommendation and something goes wrong, the physician is again liable. It seems that a physician who blindly accepts third party oversight is inviting litigation.

It is not clear how these legal doctrines, which focus on human conduct, will apply to AI (Bathae, 2018). As noted by Chinen (2016), “The more autonomy machines achieve, the more tenuous becomes the strategy of attributing and distributing legal responsibility for their behavior to human beings.” Even if AI is held responsible (whatever that means), it could prove difficult to find a responsible party, as many individuals and companies contribute to the creation of AI systems. This could leave the physician as the only easily identifiable target in liability suits. On the other hand, if the AI algorithm is developed in partnership with a health system, as is often the case, then plaintiffs will have a clearly identifiable and deep pocketed target.

Malpractice concerns do not entirely weigh against AI adoption. To the extent that AI improves the quality of third-party recommendations, it will reduce the malpractice risks inherent in the current system. Moreover, as much as physicians are at risk for following third-party recommendations that prove incorrect, they are also at risk if they fail to deliver medically necessary treatment or deliver what proves to be the objectively wrong treatment. As AI improves diagnostic accuracy and the appropriateness of treatment recommendations, physicians can reduce their exposure to malpractice risk by following AI recommendations.

Concerns about medical malpractice could be exacerbated in a world where it is not entirely obvious how AI is making particular medical decisions without full knowledge of the process. Autor (2022) describes how we have moved from a world of Polyani’s paradox (i.e. “we do not know what we know) to Polyani’s revenge (i.e. “we do not know what the computer knows”). While there are a variety of tasks where the productivity gains are sufficient such that we may not care about this lack of knowledge — it is not clear that medical diagnoses and treatment falls in that category. Particularly if physicians are worried that such a lack of knowledge could contribute to their liability in the event of a negative health outcome.

***VII.D. Resistance from Organized Medicine***
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21 It is worth adding that both ERISA and various state doctrines effectively state that corporations cannot practice medicine and therefore cannot be liable for malpractice. (Trueman, D., 2002).
As we discuss above, there is a long history of third-party intervention in medical decision making. When that intervention threatens physician discretion, as in 1990s-style UR, physicians and patients have openly resisted. Physicians are more receptive to advice from third parties, as with PORTS and evidence-based treatment protocols. When third parties partially base reimbursements on whether physicians follow that advice, the reaction has been mixed. This suggests physicians are likely to tolerate AI, provided it complements medical practice. AI that substitutes for physicians will be met with stubborn resistance. If the adoption of AI comes down to a battle between physicians and insurers, we suspect their role as a “trusted agent” will allow physicians to ultimately win. As in the past, insurers may limit using AI to dictate medical practice, and legislators may remove any malpractice exemptions for AI developers.

While resistance by organized medicine is often thought of as an impediment to the adoption of existing AI technologies, it is important to consider that in equilibrium the expectation of such resistance by the developers of technology would likely shape the very frontier of what comes to market. Without some amount of deliberate decision making by individuals both within and outside of the healthcare sector, the ability of value creating technologies to enter the market in the face of such resistance and as a result society may fail to realize the full potential of AI for healthcare. This is also true to the degree that the optimal AI symptoms require meaningful interaction with medical practice to reach their full potential. In one way this is related to the development of such technologies. This, however, could be accomplished by a relatively small set of medical professionals who could have sufficient capital invested in the firms developing AI to overcome any financial resistance. It also could be that only through the adoption and iteration of technology across physicians without a financial stake in the process can we enjoy the most productive AI in healthcare. In those settings it may be hard to ever have AI reach its full potential.

VII.E. Resistance from Patients

Perhaps the biggest reason for the managed care backlash of the 1990s was that consumers trusted their physicians more than their insurers. In particular, if payers dictated that particular tests were not medically or economically justifiable but physicians and patients desired such tests — there was little faith put into the “evidence based medicine” recommended by the payers. There are certainly a number of reasons for this to occur. Part of this is the inherent trust in the physician that described by Arrow (1964). This trust has resulted in a fundamental belief that physicians are primarily interested in the health of their patients — an assertion that we do not content with but that leaves an economically meaningful amount of “wiggle room” at the margin for medical procedures and tests that are financially advantageous to the physician without being overly injurious to the patient.

Another reason for the inherent distrust of insurers is that as the residual claimants on premiums not spent on medical services, they themselves have inherent economic biases to undertreat patients. In current settings, it is rare to see conflict between a physician and a payer be centered on the physician wanting a more conservative treatment path and the payer recommended more expensive and intensive treatments. However, in a world of expanded AI for medical decision-making such paths become more likely. This is particularly true in areas where physicians may have a higher
rather of false negative diagnoses than a more automated system. It is unclear whether the emergence of such treatments would shift support away from physicians and toward payers.

One factor that may overcome provider and patient resistance to AI is the rapid evolution of payment modalities. Payers increasingly offer bonuses or in other ways tie compensation to cost savings and/or better outcomes. Payment reforms for hospitals are especially common, with many hospitals participating in Accountable Care Organizations that allow the hospitals to share in any cost reductions, a far cry from fee-for-service and cost-based reimbursement methods common in the times of Arrow and Fuchs. Hospitals may find that following the dictates of AI allows them to enjoy large financial windfalls and push the use of AI onto their doctors and allied medical staff. In this way, payers may indirectly impose the dictates of AI without necessarily feeling the same backlash.

VIII. AI and the Future of Physicians

We have argued that AI can either complement or substitute for labor. The labor economics literature contains a number of predictions about how the degree of complementarity vs. substitution will impact the distribution of economic rents in the system. It is an open question beyond the scope of this paper or frankly our expertise as to what technologies will ultimately emerge. However, our analysis suggests that whether new technologies will be substitutes or complements depend on three factors:

1) The nature of the service – diagnosis versus clinical decision making.
2) The extent to which physicians have access to information that is not available to or decipherable by a computer
3) The magnitude of biases in physician decision making

We lack the requisite medical knowledge to make definitive statements, but we can make some high-level observations. Regarding the nature of the service, the majority of published AI studies to date appear to target diagnostic accuracy. Studies suggest that AI produces sharply lower false negative and false positive rates and at least one study shows that AI on its own outperforms physicians who incorporate AI into their final diagnosis. Given these facts, radiologists and pathologists – two relatively highly paid specialties – likely have a lot to fear from AI.

With regards to clinical decision making, there are likely to be a well-identified set of clinical conditions for which treatment recommendations can be standardized and physician expertise contributes little extra to value creation. Once patients with these conditions are identified, nurses or other allied medical personnel could issue treatment recommendations, as dictated by the AI system. The question is how to perform the necessary triage. In other words, someone has to obtain and enter the required information into the computer. It remains unclear whether physicians or other allied medical personnel will be better at soliciting such information from patients.

This brings us to the second consideration. When it comes to a computer issuing treatment recommendations, the old expression “garbage in, garbage out” applies. We can imagine that there are some sets of symptoms and diagnostic test results that leave little margin for error. At the risk of proving our lack of medical knowledge, we suspect that the conditions such as conjunctivitis (i.e.
pink eye) or an ear infection are good examples. For patients presenting with the symptoms of these conditions, physician expertise is not required for the appropriate treatment recommendation. In fact, given concerns about the overuse of antibiotics, it is possible that having an unbiased and automated system may actually be superior in some of these situations.

At the other end of the spectrum are the array of rare diseases diagnosed by television character “Dr. Gregory House,” who frequently combined clues obtained from personal interactions with the patient and family with years of experience diagnosing rare conditions to make life-saving treatment recommendations. While this fictional character makes for an obvious extreme case, it is clear that value maximization by real world providers will continue to require careful judgments at the time patients present with symptoms and test results. After all, Polyani’s famous quote about an inability to explain what we know applies to patients as much as it does to the creators of automation. One important task of medical providers is the ability to elicit large amounts of information from patients and then determine what is important for the purpose of a medical diagnosis — some of which may be plainly obvious to a patient and some of which may only be apparent to a trained medical professional. For those specific symptoms and tests, it remains an open question as to whether these provider-patient interactions would be improved by the adoption of AI-based clinical decision making. In addition, given malpractice concerns, is it even possible that AI remains anything other than a complement to human medical decision making for all but the simplest clinical conditions?

We finally turn to third party intervention into medical decision making. This has long been premised on the belief that physicians were biased in favor of performing too many unnecessary services. Even if physicians have information not available to the third party, such bias can justify limiting physician discretion. Utilization review and its descendants are just one way to address bias. In the past decade, payers have introduced a wide range of payment reforms that both limit incentives for overtreatment and reward providers for achieving quality metrics. AI offers an obvious alternative means of implementing more sophisticated means of utilization review. Again, considering the economic motivations of various actors here will be important. It is clear that a greater automation of utilization review will ease the burden on medical providers — an existing hassle cost that is a common lament of medical providers. What is unclear is whether that will be viewed as a positive for third party payers. Given concerns that physicians may ultimately figure out how to “teach to the test” and provide an AI system with the information necessary to always receive approval for treatments, it may be that the cost of an arduous utilization review system is a feature and not a bug for the payer. That is to say, a higher cost for the physician may discipline how often the provider wants to seek additional treatments and ideally will cause the physician to sort these interactions based on the value created for the patient. While we admit that the current system may not be optimal, it is unclear that a new system relying on AI will be optimal given the economic incentives of the various parties in the value chain.

IX. **Value Capture by AI Developers**

AI seems likely to affect value creation and value capture by physicians. In this section we explore the potential for AI developers to capture some of the value they create. We start with a simple observation – the AI market is highly fragmented. While IBM’s Watson Health is the best-known AI
vendor and IBM invested over $4 billion to build its healthcare capabilities\textsuperscript{22}, it has generated no more than $1 billion in annual revenue and no profits.\textsuperscript{23} At the same time, more than a dozen healthcare providers using IBM Watson halted or reduced their oncology related products, and there is little research evidence to show improvements in patient outcomes.\textsuperscript{24} IBM sold the Watson Health unit to private equity firm Francisco Partners in 2022. Google Health was created in 2018 to consolidate that company’s data-driven healthcare initiatives, which ranged from Google Brain (its AI initiative) to Fitbit. Google Health shut down after three years, with Google Brain moving into Google Research. Thus far, Google Brain has had little to show in terms of usable AI products in health care (or other sectors of the economy, for that matter.) The rest of AI development in healthcare is a hodgepodge of provider organizations, start-up tech companies, or joint ventures between the two.\textsuperscript{25} By one count, healthcare accounts for a fifth of all venture funding in AI, and a recent publication highlighted forty start-ups from what is undoubtedly a much larger number.\textsuperscript{26} To the extent that different companies are focusing on different areas of diagnosis and treatment, competition for AI products may be limited. That said, the market is likely to be fragmented for the foreseeable future.

At first blush, such fragmentation may seem surprising, given the obvious scale economies associated with data analytics. The history of the EHR market suggests otherwise. Hospitals began adopting advanced EHR systems, which include CDS, in the 2000s. The market was highly fragmented at first, but scale economies and network effects favored consolidation. The market has consolidated, yet remains only “moderately concentrated” (using Merger Guidelines), with leader Epic holding a 33% share of the hospital EHR market and the top four vendors (including Cerner, Meditech, and CPSI) together holding 83 percent of the market.\textsuperscript{27} Data on sales to physicians are harder to come by but it appears that there are ten or more EHR companies for physicians.\textsuperscript{28} While the reasons why the market has not further consolidated remains unclear, it does suggest that consolidation in the AI market might also be slow.

Why does fragmentation matter? Consider that most AI applications to date are developed through partnerships between AI developers and healthcare systems. Bearing in mind that competition among healthcare providers is local, a successful partnership should allow a local system to create more value. Back up the value chain to the beginning – where AI developers compete to partner with the local system – and we see that fragmentation among developers would force them to compete away their rents leaving them to local providers. To the extent that the local provider market is also fragmented, the health systems will themselves compete away their rents, leaving patients to enjoy the lion’s share of benefits.

\textsuperscript{22} Reuters Staff, “IBM to Acquire Truven Health Analytics for $2.6 billion” https://www.reuters.com/article/us-truven-m-a-ibm-idUSKC0NYVR1SS Accessed 8/3/2022.
Consolidation of the AI market would change the calculus of value capture. This calculus also changes to the extent that AI developers and healthcare providers form deep partnerships with substantial specific investments. Learning distinct data systems and earning the trust of physicians can take time. A developer that embeds itself in a health system stands to capture a sizable portion of the value it creates.

X. AI in Less Developed Economic Settings

Much of the discussion of AI in this paper (and in the existing literature) has focused on its adoption in developed country markets and its interaction with the economic incentives of medical provider and third party payers in those markets. We would be remiss, however, not to also discuss the vastly different implications of a widespread use of AI in less economically developed settings — particularly those without meaningful access to trained medical providers. After all, it is one thing to debate whether AI is superior to a physician alone, an affiliated medical provider working with AI, or some other combination of trained inputs. It is quite another when the counterfactual is no treatment or diagnosis at all — which sadly remains the case in many developing countries. These considerations can also influence discussions about the optimal organization of medical markets in rural settings of developed countries such as the United States — which also often lack ready access to specialists of all types.

In cases where access to medical professionals is constrained, and it is not immediately obvious how to relax such constraints, there could be very different welfare implications of even relatively poorly performing automation. After all, in such settings it is not obvious automation should be evaluated against a hypothetical ideal medical diagnosis but instead against a realistic counterfactual of the available standard of care.

That said, as we consider the incentives of the developers of AI it is possible that the very economic institutions that constrain the availability of medical providers may decrease the economic value of AI to firms developing such technologies. Consider the case of the biopharmaceutical industry — which develops products using a market based for-profit model. Under such a model a host of medical conditions endemic to developing countries, such as malaria and other neglected tropical diseases, go under investigated. This is not because of a lack of social value — after all over 400,000 individuals die each year from malaria. Instead, this lack of investment stems directly to the inability of firms to capture a sufficient amount of the social value that they create.

Could AI for developing countries suffer the same fate? It is possible that there are a host of automated technologies that could develop meaningful value in rural or developing country settings but remain overlooked because of the lack of a reasonable expectation of reimbursement by innovators.

Solutions to this possibility are not immediately obvious. While there is a role for government or other non-governmental organizations to step into this area — it is not clear for political economy reasons that we will see such actions. It is one thing for a philanthropy to propose funding a cure for currently incurable condition, it is another to offer funding for an AI system that would not be
implemented in a developed market but offers superior efficacy to the existing conditions in a less developed market.

X. Conclusion

As the technological frontier advances the possibility for AI to generate meaningful economic value increases. While this is true for the entire economy, we highlight a series of unique features in the healthcare sector that would change some implications and predictions for technology in this sector.

While it is well beyond our expertise to predict the future of what technologies can emerge, economics offers important insights into the impact of certain types of technology on market actors. Understanding how the potential emergence of AI can alter the existing distribution of economic surplus in the value chain is important for both predicting and managing the impact of this technology. This is true for allocators of capital and policymakers alike.

It is clear there is great potential for AI to create welfare across a variety of healthcare settings in developed and developing countries. However, this impact will be a function of exactly which technologies are both developed and adopted. A particularly important point is for actors from outside of healthcare to understand how the incentives of existing medical providers can influence the future of AI. This could highlight areas where a greater degree of intervention from outside of the sector may be warranted.
Figure 1: Treatment Protocol for Acute Decompensated Heart Failure

After diagnosis of ADHF, initiate therapy based on presenting signs and symptoms

(A) Signs & Symptoms of Volume Overload
- Orthopnea/PND
- DORSOBL
- Pitting Edema
- Chest X-ray: pulmonary congestion
- Recent weight gain

(B) Signs & Symptoms of Low Cardiac Output
- Narrow pulse pressure
- Altered mental status
- Pre-eclampsia
- Costoconstrictor

(C) Mild Volume Overload
- Inadequate response to IV diuretics
- Pre-eclampsia
- Increased oxygen requirements
- CPAP or BiPAP requirement
- Fatigue
- Urine output < 30 mL/hour
- Urine output > 100 mg daily
- SBP < 90 mm Hg

(G) Mild-Moderate
- SBP > 90 mm Hg
- On a β-blocker chronically?

(H) Milrinone
- 0.375 µg/kg/min infusion
- Adjust dose hourly

(I) Dobutamine
- 2.5 µg/kg/min infusion
- May also require vasopressors for BP support

(F) IV Diuretics + IV Vasodilators
- IV furosemide
- If furosemide given previously, double previous IV dose (max = 300 mg)
- If no furosemide given previously and signs/symptoms of volume overload, give 40-80 mg IV
- PLUS
  - Nesiritide 2 µg/kg IV push, then 0.01 µg/kg/min infusion
  - Nitroglycerin 5-10 µg/min infusion
- to achieve 30-50% decrease in PCWP. dose of 140-160 µg/min may be necessary

Source: https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Acute-decompensated-heart-failure-ADHF-treatment-algorithm-AJR-abdominal-jugular_fig1_6415930
Exhibit 1: Top 10 procedures and services in 2020 (Ranked by total number of Medicare services)\textsuperscript{29}

\textit{Radiology}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Number of Medicare Services (in Million)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>X-Ray Scan</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>CT Scan</td>
<td>18.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ultrasound Examination</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Mammography</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>MRI Scan</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Digital Tomography</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Bone Density Measurement</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Nuclear Medicine Study</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Imaging for Evaluation of Swallowing Function</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Biopsy</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textit{Internal Medicine}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Number of Medicare Services (in Million)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Injection of Drug</td>
<td>30.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Established Patient Office or Other Outpatient Service</td>
<td>27.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Subsequent Hospital Inpatient Care</td>
<td>18.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Blood Test</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Insertion of Needle into Vein for Collection of Blood Sample</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Vaccine</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Subsequent Nursing Facility Visit</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Annual Wellness Visit</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Initial Hospital Inpatient Care</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Hospital Discharge Day Management</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{29} Source: 2020 Medicare utilization and payment data, Physicians & Other Practitioners, at the provider-service level. (Link to data: https://data.cms.gov/provider-summary-by-type-of-service/medicare-physician-other-practitioners/medicare-physician-other-practitioners-by-provider-and-service)
## Exhibit 2: Top 10 procedures and services in 2020 (Ranked by total Medicare payment)

### Radiology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Medicare Payment (in $ Million)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>CT Scan</td>
<td>1130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>MRI Scan</td>
<td>526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Mammography</td>
<td>405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ultrasound Examination</td>
<td>322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>X-Ray Scan</td>
<td>284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Nuclear Medicine Study</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Digital Tomography</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Removal of Plaque in Arteries</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Bone Density Measurement</td>
<td>32.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Biopsy</td>
<td>29.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Internal Medicine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Service/Procedure</th>
<th>Medicare Payment (in $ Million)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Established Patient Office or Other Outpatient Service</td>
<td>1760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Subsequent Hospital Inpatient Care</td>
<td>1300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Initial Hospital Inpatient Care</td>
<td>511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Annual Wellness Visit</td>
<td>458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Subsequent Nursing Facility Visit</td>
<td>328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Hospital Discharge Day Management</td>
<td>237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Injection of Drug</td>
<td>226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Vaccine</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Critical Care Delivery</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Physician Telephone Patient Service</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
O*Net Tasks for Radiologists

- Obtain patients' histories from electronic records, patient interviews, dictated reports, or by communicating with referring clinicians.
- Prepare comprehensive interpretive reports of findings.
- Perform or interpret the outcomes of diagnostic imaging procedures including magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), computer tomography (CT), positron emission tomography (PET), nuclear cardiology treadmill studies, mammography, or ultrasound.
- Review or transmit images and information using picture archiving or communications systems.
- Communicate examination results or diagnostic information to referring physicians, patients, or families.
- Provide counseling to radiologic patients to explain the processes, risks, benefits, or alternative treatments.
- Instruct radiologic staff in desired techniques, positions, or projections.
- Confer with medical professionals regarding image-based diagnoses.
- Coordinate radiological services with other medical activities.
- Document the performance, interpretation, or outcomes of all procedures performed.
- Establish or enforce standards for protection of patients or personnel.
- Develop or monitor procedures to ensure adequate quality control of images.
- Recognize or treat complications during and after procedures, including blood pressure problems, pain, oversedation, or bleeding.
- Participate in continuing education activities to maintain and develop expertise.
- Participate in quality improvement activities including discussions of areas where risk of error is high.
- Perform interventional procedures such as image-guided biopsy, percutaneous transluminal angioplasty, transhepatic biliary drainage, or nephrostomy catheter placement.
- Develop treatment plans for radiology patients.
- Administer radioisotopes to clinical patients or research subjects.
- Advise other physicians of the clinical indications, limitations, assessments, or risks of diagnostic and therapeutic applications of radioactive materials.
- Calculate, measure, or prepare radioisotope dosages.
- Check and approve the quality of diagnostic images before patients are discharged.
- Compare nuclear medicine procedures with other types of procedures, such as computed tomography, ultrasonography, nuclear magnetic resonance imaging, and angiography.
- Direct nuclear medicine technologists or technicians regarding desired dosages, techniques, positions, and projections.
- Establish and enforce radiation protection standards for patients and staff.
- Formulate plans and procedures for nuclear medicine departments.
- Monitor handling of radioactive materials to ensure that established procedures are followed.
- Prescribe radionuclides and dosages to be administered to individual patients.
- Review procedure requests and patients' medical histories to determine applicability of procedures and radioisotopes to be used.
- Teach nuclear medicine, diagnostic radiology, or other specialties at graduate educational level.
• Test dosage evaluation instruments and survey meters to ensure they are operating properly.

**O*Net Tasks for General Internal Medicine Physicians**

• Analyze records, reports, test results, or examination information to diagnose medical condition of patient.
• Treat internal disorders, such as hypertension, heart disease, diabetes, or problems of the lung, brain, kidney, or gastrointestinal tract.
• Prescribe or administer medication, therapy, and other specialized medical care to treat or prevent illness, disease, or injury.
• Manage and treat common health problems, such as infections, influenza or pneumonia, as well as serious, chronic, and complex illnesses, in adolescents, adults, and the elderly.
• Provide and manage long-term, comprehensive medical care, including diagnosis and nonsurgical treatment of diseases, for adult patients in an office or hospital.
• Explain procedures and discuss test results or prescribed treatments with patients.
• Advise patients and community members concerning diet, activity, hygiene, and disease prevention.
• Make diagnoses when different illnesses occur together or in situations where the diagnosis may be obscure.
• Refer patient to medical specialist or other practitioner when necessary.
• Monitor patients' conditions and progress and reevaluate treatments as necessary.
• Collect, record, and maintain patient information, such as medical history, reports, or examination results.
• Provide consulting services to other doctors caring for patients with special or difficult problems.
• Advise surgeon of a patient's risk status and recommend appropriate intervention to minimize risk.
• Immunize patients to protect them from preventable diseases.
• Direct and coordinate activities of nurses, students, assistants, specialists, therapists, and other medical staff.
• Prepare government or organizational reports on birth, death, and disease statistics, workforce evaluations, or the medical status of individuals.
• Conduct research to develop or test medications, treatments, or procedures to prevent or control disease or injury.
• Operate on patients to remove, repair, or improve functioning of diseased or injured body parts and systems.
• Plan, implement, or administer health programs in hospitals, businesses, or communities for prevention and treatment of injuries or illnesses.
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